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Abstract� This paper introduces the STL�� coordination language� a
C���based language binding of the ECM coordination model� STL��
applies theories and techniques known from coordination theory and lan�
guages in distributed computing to try to better formalize communica�
tion and coordination in distributed multi�agent applications� STL���
as such� may be seen as a preliminary agent language which allows the
organizational structure or architecture of a multi�agent system to be
described� with means to dynamically recon�gure it� It is aimed at giv�
ing basic constructs for distributed implementations of generic multi�
agent platforms� to be run on a LAN of general�purpose workstations�
STL�� uses an encapsulation mechanism as its primary abstraction�
oering structured separate name spaces which can be hierarchically or�
ganized� Agents communicate anonymously within and	or across name
spaces through connections� which are established by the matching of
the communication interfaces of the participating agents� As an exam�
ple� STL�� is used to simulate the automation of a trading system�
Keywords� Coordination� Distributed Systems� Concurrency� Commu�
nication Models� Agents� Multi�Agent Systems�

� Introduction

Coordination can be de�ned as the process of managing dependencies between

activities ����� or� in the �eld of Programming Languages� as the process of build�
ing programs by gluing together active pieces� To formalize and better describe
these interdependencies� Gelernter and Carriero� in ���� propose to separate the
two essential parts of a parallel application namely� computation and coordina�

tion� Because these two parts usually interfere with each other� the semantics of
distributed applications is di�cult to understand�

Gelernter and Carriero also state that a coordination language is orthogonal
to a computation language and forms the linguistic embodiment of a coordination
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model� Linguistic embodiment means that the language must provide language
constructs either in form of library calls or in form of language extensions as a
means to materialize the coordination model� Orthogonal to a computation lan	
guage means that a coordination language extends a given computation language
with additional functionalities which facilitate the implementation of distributed
applications�

The most prominent representative coordination language is Linda �
�� which
is based on a tuple space abstraction as the underlying coordination model� An
application of this model has been realized in Piranha ��� �to mention one of its
numerous applications where Linda�s tuple space is used for networked based
load balancing functionality� The PageSpace ���� e�ort extends Linda�s tuple
space onto the World	Wide	Web and Bonita ���� addresses performance issues
for the implementation of Linda�s in and out primitives� Some research tackles
security issues of tuple spaces ��
�� ����� Other models and languages are based
on control�oriented approaches �IWIM�Manifold ���� ���� ConCoord �����
Darwin ��
�� message passing paradigms �Actors ���� object�oriented tech�

niques �Objective Linda ����� JavaSpaces ����� multi�set rewriting schemes

�Bauhaus Linda ����� Gamma ��� or Linear Logic �Linear Objects ���� A
good overview on coordination models and languages can be found in �����

Our work takes inspiration from control	oriented models and tuple	based
abstractions� and focuses on coordination for purpose of Multi	Agent System
�MAS distributed implementations� This paper presents STL��� our C��	
based coordination language� STL�� is an instantiation of the ECM coordi	
nation model which is a model for multi	grain distributed applications� For the
time being� STL�� is built on top of Pt�pvm ����� a software layer providing
rich message passing facilities for light	weight processes �threads over a LAN of
general purpose workstations� STL�� can be considered as a platform which
allows the organizational structure or architecture of a MAS to be described�
with means to dynamically recon�gure it� It is conceived as a base for further
multi	agent platforms� The rest of this paper is organized as follows� Section
� examines the question of coordination in the �eld of MAS� Section � intro	
duces the ECM model and gives a thorough description of STL��� Section �
illustrates the application of STL�� to simulating the automation of a trading
system� Section � is dedicated to a discussion of ECM and STL��� In the last
section we draw some conclusions and outline future work�

� Coordination in Multi�Agent Systems

As indicated by its name� a MAS is a macro system comprising multiple agents�
each of which being a micro system� Numerous and various de�nitions on the
notion of agent exist� Our aim here is not to cover all of them� but rather to in	
troduce what we consider the most essential features of an agent for our concern�
As said before� an agent is a system� which is situated within an environment�
it senses in that environment and acts autonomously on it over time and in par	
ticular it is likely to exchange information with other agents� For more thorough



de�nitions� re�nements and variants� see ���� and ����� Apart from de�ning what
an agent is and what it is aimed at� communication between agents and hence
coordination are given a lot of concern� This is the object of the subsequent
sub	section�

��� Communication and Coordination between Agents

Communication between agents can be considered as composed of� i the capac	
ity to exchange information with other agents� ii the intention or the type of
message� which is often realized using illocutary speech acts ���� such as request�
deny or con�rm� iii a common syntax for expressing the information exchanged�
iv and a common understanding of a message� The later can be achieved if
agents that participate in the communication share a common information model
�which is often referred to as ontology ���� or ontological commitments�

Research has resulted in several agent communication languages �ACL� The
most representative is KQML ����� which is the de facto ACL standard� KQML
comes along with KIF �Knowledge Interchange Format ���� which provides a
syntax for message content along with ontologies�

Exchange of information between agents can be realized at least with three
basic paradigms� i Peer�to�peer communication� messages are sent to speci�c
agents� ii Multicast communication� a message is sent to a group of agents�
iii Generative communication� communication is realized through the environ	
ment� agents generate persistent objects �messages in the environment to be
sensed by other agents�

An agent can communicate� i explicitly by having an identi�er of its partner
of communication� or ii anonymously by putting and getting messages on well
de�ned ports �communication interfaces� these ports are connected to other
ports belonging to other agents� This means that an agent has no identi�er of
other agents� For anonymous communication� connections between ports can be
achieved by an external specialized agent �a coordinator agent� like in ��� or as
a result of the matching of ports which depends on port characteristics�

Distributed Arti�cial Intelligence �DAI has developed several techniques
for coordination ����� such as Organizational Structuring techniques �e�g� �����
Multi�Agent Planning techniques �e�g� ���� and Negotiation techniques �����

Multi	agent planning and negotiation techniques are designed for applica	
tions that encompass the exchange of high	level information such as plans� knowl	
edge� beliefs or intentions� Thus they suppose basic coordination involving the
communication topology between agents� which constitutes the base of more
complex strategies� Organizational structuring techniques try to provide this
base by supplying an a priori organization by long	term relationships between
agents� This technique has shown good results� especially with master�slave or
client�server patterns� sometimes using blackboard architecture� STL�� tries
to resolve weaknesses encountered in organizational structuring� especially by of	
fering means for dynamical recon�guration� and by using a locality principle for
the management of agents �in blops� thus avoiding centralization� STL�� also
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o�ers a complete set of communication primitives� that support peer	to	peer�
group and blackboard communication�

� STL��� a Coordination Language for Multi�Agent

Systems

STL�� is a C��	based language binding of the ECM� coordination model
����� presented in the next section�

��� Coordination using Encapsulation� ECM

ECM uses an encapsulation mechanism as its primary abstraction �referred to
as blops�� o�ering structured separate name spaces which can be hierarchi	
cally organized� Within them� active entities communicate anonymously within
and�or across blops through connections� established by the matching of the
communication interfaces of these entities�

ECM consists of �ve building blocks �see �gure �� i Processes� as a rep	
resentation of active entities� ii Blops� as an abstraction and modularization
mechanism for a group of processes and ports� iii Ports� as the interface of
processes�blops to the external world� iv Events� a mechanism to support dy	
namicity �creation of new process or blop inside a blop� v Connections� as a
representation of connected ports�

Blop� A blop is a mechanism to encapsulate a set of objects� Objects residing in
a blop are by default only visible within their �home� blop� Blops have the same
interface as processes� a �possibly empty set of ports� and can be hierarchically
structured� Blops serve as a separate name space for port objects� processes� and
subordinated blops as well as an encapsulation mechanism for events�

� ECM stands for Encapsulation Coordination Model�
� This is a term we have coined�



Process� A process in ECM is a typed object with a �possibly empty set of
ports� Processes in the ECM model do not know any kind of process identi�ca	
tion� instead a black box model is used� A process does not have to care about
which process information will be transmitted to or received from� Process cre	
ation and termination are not part of the ECM model and are to be speci�ed
in the instance of the model�

Ports and Matching� Ports are the interface of processes and blops to es	
tablish connections to other processes�blops� Each ECM language binding must
specify a minimal set of port features� each of which describing a port character	
istics� The communication feature is mandatory and must support the following
communication paradigms� point	to	point stream communication �with classical
message	passing semantics� closed group �with multicast semantics and black	
board communication� Additional features are available to re�ne the semantics of
the communication between ports� The set of feature values of a port de�nes its
type� A port is created with one or several names� Names are not to be used for
identi�cation� but for matching purposes� Names and type of a port are referred
to as its signature�

The matching of ports is de�ned as a relationship between port signatures�
Four general conditions must be ful�lled for two ports to match� i both share at
least a common name� ii both belong to the same level of abstraction� iii both
belong to di�erent objects �process or blop� and iv both types must be com	
patible� a compliance relationship must be de�ned for every feature in the ECM
instance� For the communication feature� ECM imposes that both ports have the
same communication paradigm� Section � presents the features used for STL��
and the compliance relationship for each of them� The matching of ports is au	
tomatically established� This means that there exists no language construct to
bind ports in order to establish a connection� the matching is therefore implicitly
realized�

Connections� The matching of ports results in the following connections�
i Point�to�point Stream� ���� ��n� n�� and n�m communication patterns are
possible� ii Group� messages are broadcast to all members of the group� A closed
group semantics is used� i�e� processes must be members of the group in order
to distribute or receive information in it� iii Blackboard� messages are placed on
a blackboard used by several processes� they are persistent and can be retrieved
more than once in a sequence de�ned by the processes�

Events� Events can be attached to conditions on ports of blops or processes�
They are typically aimed at creating new processes� The conditions will de	
termine when the event will be triggered in the blop� Condition checking is
implementation dependent�



��� The Coordination Language STL��

We designed and implemented a �rst language binding of the ECMmodel� called
STL� ����� STL is applied to multi	threaded applications on a LAN of UNIX
workstations� STL materializes the separation of concern as it uses a separate
language exclusively reserved for coordination purposes and provides primitives
which are used in a computation language to express interactions between the
entities� The implementation of STL is based onPt�pvm ����� a library providing
message passing and process management facilities at thread and process level for
a cluster of workstations� In particular� blops are implemented as heavy	weight
UNIX processes� and processes as light	weight processes �threads�

However� it turned out that the separation of code can not always be easily
maintained� Although the black box process model of ECM is a good attempt
to separate coordination and computation code� dynamic properties proved to
be di�cult to be expressed in a separate language� This is� for example� re�ected
in STL� where coordination primitives have to be present in the computation
language� so as to o�er dynamic coordination facilities� dynamic properties can
not be totally separated from the actual program code� A duplication of code is
therefore inevitable and� as a result� it may introduce some di�culties to manage
a distributed application� Each process and its ports must indeed be declared
both in the computation language and in the separate coordination language�
These observations led us to the development of a new coordination language�
called STL��� Starting from the experience acquired with STL� we adopted a
single language approach� STL�� implements the conceptual model of ECM by
enriching a given object oriented language �C�� with coordination primitives�
realized in a library�

A STL�� application is a set of classes that inherit from the base classes
of the library �see Figure �� The main class of an application must inherit from
WorldBlop� which is the default blop containing all other entities�

Blops� A blop inherits from the base class Blop and has to re	implement the
startmethod� The user must call Blop��start�� in order to initialize the blop�
The creation of a blop results in the initialization of all enclosed blops� ports and
agents �STL�� instantiations of ECM processes� Blops can be parameterized
like normal objects�

A blop handles all its enclosed entities� thus� a blop creates agents as well as
events� and binds events to its ports� In STL��� new blops can be dynamically
created at runtime�

Agents� Agent classes inherit from the base class Agent and have to re	
implement the start�� method� Agents can be created directly by blops�
through events or by other agents� An agent is initialized with Agent��start���
To communicate� agents dynamically create ports of prede�ned types through
instantiation of a port C��	template class�

� Simple Thread Language�
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Agent termination is implicit� the agent disappears along with its ports and
data� when the corresponding Agent object terminates� Regarding the imple	
mentation� an Agent object is embedded in a light	weight process �thread�

Ports and Connections� In accordance with the ECM model� every port is
endowed with one or several names and a set of features� STL�� distinguishes
Primary and Secondary Features for ports�

Primary Features� which de�ne the main semantics of a port� and there	
fore the basic port types� encompass� i Communication� this feature captures
ECM communication paradigms� ii Msg Synchronization� this feature gives
to the connection the usual semantics of message passing communication� Pos	
sible values are synchron and asynchron� iii Orientation� this feature de�nes
the direction of the data �ow over a connection� there are three possible values�
namely in �in	�owing� out �out	�owing and inout �bi	directional�



Port Type Communication Msg Synchronization Orientation

Blackboard blackboard asynchron inout

Group group asynchron inout

S�Stream stream synchron in or out
KK�Stream stream asynchron in or out

Table �� Basic port types and values of their primary features�

Secondary Features� which de�ne characteristics for speci�c types of ports�
are� i Saturation� this feature� ranging from � to INF �in�nity by integer
values� de�nes the number of connections a port can have� ii Lifetime� this
feature� ranging from � to INF �in�nity by integer values� indicates the number
of data units that can pass through a port before it decays� iii Data Type� this
feature de�nes the type of data authorized to pass through a port�

STL�� currently supports four basic port types� corresponding to the com	
binations of the primary features as displayed in Table �� Note that� provided
that ports match� it yields four basic connection types�

Blackboard port type� The resulting connection� as a result of the matching
of ports of this type� has a blackboard semantics� The number of participating
ports is unlimited� Messages are persistent objects which can be retrieved using
a symbolic name� Moreover� messages are not ordered� To access the blackboard�
the following Linda	like primitives are provided� put �non	blocking� get �block	
ing and read �blocking� Blackboard connections are persistent� if all the ports
involved in a blackboard connection disappear� the connection still persists in
the blop space with all the information it carries� so that new ports can later on
reconnect to the blackboard and recover the pending information�

Group port type� The resulting connection has a closed group semantics�
The number of participating ports is unlimited� Each member of the group can
broadcast asynchronously messages to every participant in the group� Messages
are stored at the receiver side� Thus� if a port in a group disappears� then the se	
quence of information that has not been read is lost� The primitives for accessing
the group are� get �blocking and put �non	blocking�

S�Stream port type� The semantics of a connection resulting from the
matching of two S	Stream ports �S for synchronous has the same semantics
as the S	Channel de�ned in ���� in particular this connection is uni	directional�
This connection always results from the matching of contradictory oriented ports�
namely a producer and a consumer� In contrast to other connections� this con	
nection never contains data� due to its synchronous nature� So the destruction
of the producer or the consumer never causes loss of data� The primitives for
accessing the port are get �blocking and put �blocking�

KK�Stream port type� The semantics of a connection resulting from the
matching of two KK	Stream ports �K for keep is analogous to the asynchronous
KK	Channel de�ned in ���� with its semantics �see below when a port disappears
from one end of the connection� As for S	Streams� this connection always results
from the matching of contradictory oriented ports� If the connection is broken at



Feature F Values Compatibility

Communication blackboard� stream� group P��F � P��F

Msg� Synchronization synchron� asynchron P��F � P��F

Orientation in� out� inout �P��F � in and P��F � out�
or �P��F � P��F � inout�

Saturation ���������INF� Always compatible
Data Type Type P��F � P��F

Lifetime ���������INF� Always compatible

Table �� Compatibility for Features F for two Ports P� and P�

its consuming port� the next new matching port will consume all pending data�
If the connection is broken at its producing port� the consuming port will be
able to continue to consume all data in the connection� If both ports are deleted�
the connection disappears with its data� The primitives for accessing the port
are get �blocking and put �non	blocking�

Establishing Connections between Agents� Communication between
agents is realized through connections which are the result of matched ports�
In accordance with the ECM model� the matching is realized as a relation be	
tween port signatures� In STL��� in order to match� ports must belong to the
same blop and must comply at name and type levels� i Name level� Two ports
match at name level if they share at least one name� A port may have several
names� in this case� each name belongs to a di�erent connection� ii Type level�
For two ports� values of the same feature must be compatible� Table � gives an
overview of the compatibility functions used by the STL�� runtime system�

By introducing several names for each port� STL�� allows stream and
group ports to be connected to di�erent connections �blackboard ports can	
not have multiple connections� Data written on such multiple connection ports
are echoed on every connection� For stream connections� ���� ��n� n�� and n�m

communication patterns can be built� Likewise� several groups can be connected
to a single port�

Events� Event classes inherit from Event� the launch�� method� which de�nes
the acting of the event� must be re	implemented� Events are instantiated with a
speci�c lifetime which determines how many times they can be triggered�

Conditions on ports �see table � for an overview are checked when data
�ow through the port� or� in the case of saturatedCond condition� when a new
connection is realized�

� Simulation of a Trading System

The numerous activities that take place within a trading system are typically
distributed and can be modeled by a multi	agent system� It has led solutions



Condition Explanation

UnboundCond�� Port not connected�
SaturatedCond�� Port saturated�
MsgHandledCond�int n� Port has handled n messages�
AccessedCond�� Port accessed�
PutAccessedCond�� Port accessed with put primitive�
GetAccessedCond�� Port accessed with get primitive�
TerminatedCond�� Port lifetime is over�

Table �� Port Conditions

for agent	based electronic commerce� see for instance Kasbah ����� FishMar�
ket ����� or a proposal based on the PageSpace platform ����� If our goal is
to fully automate a trading system� for the time being� we would rather concen	
trate on simulating the automation of such a system� Our aim� in this paper�
is not to focus on the control algorithms of the di�erent agents� nor on the ne	
gotiation techniques �see e�g� ���� that are undertaken by the agents in order
to process a transaction� but rather to concentrate on the basic coordination
mechanisms that come into play in the interactions between agents� for which
STL�� is precisely suitable� Thus� in this implementation� agents are endowed
with a very basic autonomy ���� in the sense that they can make decisions on
their own� without user intervention� More sophisticated autonomy	based con	
trol algorithms and smart negotiation techniques will be tackled in a further
stage�

Figure � gives a scaled down graphical overview of the organization of the
agents that compose our trading system� as well as their interactions� To avoid
cluttering the graph� port names �on which the matching is based have been in	
tentionally omitted� The TradeWorld blop con�nes every activity in the trading
simulation� Several Trading System blops �TSB are accessible by customers

�company or private customers� who are authorized members of a trading
system that represent end	user agents� Company or Private Customers create
queries to buy or sell goods� These queries� written by the customer on his
query P port �of KK outPort type� are transmitted to a Trading System Blop

�TSB�

In a TSB reside Brokers� each of whom is devoted to serve a particular cus	
tomer� by handling his committed customer queries that came in� A pair of
ports on the TSB� namely name query gate P and name res gate P �name
being off� or off� in �gure �� serves as gates for each customer and his
respective broker� Every query is then posted by the broker to his trade P

port �of BB Port type� e�g�� sell ��� securities at ���� CHF and therefore pub	
lished in the Trade Unit Blackboard� On the trade P port is bound the event
NewBrokerAss Evt with the condition PutAccessedCond� the e�ect of the post	
ing is that the NewBrokerAss Evt event is triggered� The role of this event is
to dynamically create a Broker Assistant that will be in charge of ful�lling the
speci�c query� by establishing a dynamic connection with another broker assis	
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tant interested in an �almost symmetric query �e�g�� buy �� securities at ����
CHF� This is possible on the basis of the information transmitted by the Trade
Manager�

All queries are supervised by the Trade Manager� he knows who issued which
query �through an identi�cation contained in the query� For each new arrived
query� the Trade Manager checks whether a possible matching between propos	
als can take place �e�g� case of a broker who wants to buy securities of type A
and another broker who wants to sell securities of type A� If a kind of match	
ing can somehow be issued between two Broker Assistants� the Trade Manager
puts on the Trade Unit Blackboard two appropriate messages for each involved
Broker Assistant� The information transmitted contains among others a speci�c
transaction id�



A newly created Broker Assistant has �rst to read from his trade P port �of
type BB Port in order to be informed of a speci�c transaction� In virtue of this
information� he dynamically publishes two KK Ports using the transaction id as
port name �trade partner i P and trade partner o P ports� A new double
connection is then established between these two partners� Both involved Broker
Assistants exchange useful information so as to make their query successful �this
is precisely where negotiation techniques appear�

When a successful transaction �the result of the agreement of two Bro	
ker Assistants is issued� both Broker Assistants inform their committed cus	
tomers by transmitting appropriate information on their result P port �of type
KK outPort� and then terminate� On customer side� results about processed
queries can be collected either directly or through a Secretary Agent �see �g	
ure �� At regular intervals� non ful�lled queries are eliminated by the Trade
Manager� all involved entities are kept posted�

� Discussion

��� STL�� a Coordination Language

ECM� a coordination model for distributed programming� along with STL��
its instantiation� present some similarities with e�g� the IWIM ��� coordina	
tion model and its instance Manifold ���� Linda �
�� Darwin ��
� or ConCo�
ord �����

Though ECM shares many characteristics with IWIM� it however di�ers in
several points� i Blops are not coordinators like IWIM managers� Connections
are not established explicitly by the blop �or by another agent� i�e� there is no
language construct to bind ports in order to establish a connection� the estab	
lishment of connections is done implicitly� resulting from a matching mechanism
between compatible ports within the same blop� the matching depends on the
types and the states of the concerned ports� The main characteristics of blops
is to encapsulate objects� thus forming a separate name	space for enclosed enti	
ties and an encapsulation mechanism for events� ii ECM generalizes connection
types� namely stream� blackboard or group� and does not restrict to channels�
iii In ECM� events are not signals broadcast in the environment� but objects
that realize an action in a blop� Events are attached to ports with conditions on
their state that determine when they are to be launched� They can create agents
or blops� and their action area is limited to a blop�

ECM together with STL�� di�er in the following points from Linda� i Like
several further developments of the Linda model �e�g� ����� ECM uses a hier	
archical multiple coordination space model ��
�� in contrast to the single �at
tuple space of the original Linda� But it has to be stressed that a blop is not
a shared dataspace as a tuple space� but an abstraction mechanism of several
agents that serves as a separate name space� ii In STL�� agents get started
through an event in a blop� or automatically upon initialization of a blop� or
through a creation operation by another agent� Linda uses a single mechanism�



eval��� The termination of an agent results in the loss of all its enclosed data
and ports� it may as well result in the loss of pending data in the case of un	
bound connections� �see section �� In Linda� a tuple replaces the terminated
process� iii In STL�� agents do not execute in a medium which is used to
transfer data� Every communication is realized through connections established
by the matching of ports� Only the engaged agents have access to those connec	
tions� iv Blackboard connections allow for generative communication between
the participating agents� For the time being� a string is used to introduce and
retrieve data� Neither tuples� nor templates� nor pattern matching are supported
for retrieving data� Blackboards are typed in the sense that only one type of data
can be entered� There is also no kind of active tuples�

��� Implementing Coordination in MAS with STL��

STL�� can be considered as a preliminary language for constructing agent ap	
plications� stressing the coordination part of a MAS� In its purpose� STL��
is comparable to APRIL ����� conceived as a platform oriented towards the im	
plementation of MAS� and to Bauhaus Linda ����� which has been applied to
implementing Turingware� a superset of Groupware�

STL�� has some characteristics that make it a good candidate for imple	
menting MAS� i Blops constitute a mechanism which enables construction of
a structured set of di�erent environments� each of which is a closed private co	
ordination space with communication interfaces to other environments� A set
of complex interconnected and hierarchically organized spaces is indeed often
desirable in MAS� ii Autonomous agents are implemented as black boxes� An
autonomous agent owns exclusive control over its internal state and behavior� it
can de�ne by itself its ports� It is seen from external views �its environment as a
delineated entity presenting clear interfaces� Being distinct from the outside �the
environment� an agent is part of its environment composed by its surrounding
blop and the agents living in it� iii Sensing and acting capacities of agents are
implemented with ports� Thus agents can perceive and act through di�erent
means� by virtue of the possibility to de�ne port types and several instantiations
of them� A port perceives speci�c data� this is enforced with the data type fea	
ture of ports� iv As agents and environments may evolve over time� dynamicity
is an important point in MAS� This has led to design STL�� so as to support
blop reorganization� new port creation and destruction� thus yielding dynamic
communication topologies�

� Conclusion

In r�esum�e� we presented the ECM coordination model and STL��� an in	
stantiation that constitutes a platform to implement Multi	Agent Systems� An
STL�� implementation of a simulation of a Trading System showed the poten	
tial of our coordination language�



Future work will consist of� i Extending STL�� so as to support generic
coordination patterns� yielding templates at disposal for general purpose imple	
mentations� ii Enhancing the Trading System simulation so as to tackle more
sophisticated autonomy	based control algorithms and smart negotiation tech	
niques� We also work on a new ECM mapping in Java built on the ORBacus
Object Request Broker ���� and the JavaSpaces ���� API�
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